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《 高 中 英 语 》 ( 上 外 版 )
选择性必修第一册第三单元

课时 授课内容

1 Getting Started/ Reading A

1 Reading A/ Vocabulary Focus 

1 Reading A/ Grammar in Use 

1.5 Listening, Viewing and Speaking

1 Reading B

0.5 Critical Thinking 

1 Writing 

1 Further Exploration/ Self-assessment 
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学习目标 Learning Objectives：

At the end of the lesson, you will be able to ...

2. 领悟视频中由多模态资源所传达的探险家精神；
list the spirits of the adventure storyteller in the video clip;

1. 运用符号和缩写记录并还原听到的信息;

present the reasons for exploration from the audio clip by taking notes using symbols 

and abbreviations;

3. 梳理纪录片以及视频播客的语篇结构特征；
comprehend the features of a documentary’s script and that of 

a VODcast;

4. 描述个人的探险经历以及表达对探险的观点。
express your ideas clearly using the expressions learned 

from the audio and the video clip.
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How 

adventurous 
are you?

Listening, Viewing and Speaking
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Getting Started

Discussion:

What do you 

want to explore? 

Why? SCRELE



Listening

Listen to the 

documentary 

and answer the 

question

Why do we explore?

… spaceships … helped

build a castle in the sky 

that is our lasting hold in 

space.

We expanded across our 

lands, settling new 

frontiers.
We took to the oceans 

and learned that we 

could cross treacherous 

expanses …dangerous

What items have explorers done?

Building in outer space

Crossing oceans

Exploring new areas on lands

Walking in outer space

Climbing mountains

Diving in oceans

Flying in skies
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Listening

What do these symbols mean?

What symbols would you use to 

represent the phrases?
lead to / cause

… are as follows

→
：

What do these abbreviations mean? How would you abbreviate 

these words?

/ why /who

/ otr

for more details about the reasons for exploration
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Listening for more details about the reasons for exploration

What would you write down when you hear …

That wasn’t enough.

look up

men and women

throughout our history

lok ↑

× engh

♂ + ♀

his

。SCRELE



Listening for more details about the reasons for exploration

Listen to the reasons for exploration. Take notes using 
symbols and abbreviations.

Why do we explore? What’s the full 

version of the note?
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Listening for more details about the reasons for exploration

Listen to the reasons for exploration. Take notes using 
symbols and abbreviations.

Why do we explore? What’s the full 

version of the note?
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Listening for more details about the reasons for exploration

Why do we explore?

Evaluation

 Did he/she use symbols to take notes?

 Did he/she apply abbreviations？

 Did he/she successfully work out the full sentence 

from his/her notes?

What can be improved to save more time while 

taking notes?
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Listening for more details about the reasons for exploration

Why do we explore?

SCRELE



general 

statement

detail 1

conclusion
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exploration 

activities

detail 2
reasons for 

explorationSCRELE



Topic-related Vocabulary

activities

explore new areas on lands

settle new frontiers

Listening
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What jobs do you know that 
are related to exploration or 
adventures?

✓outdoor tour leader

✓documentary filmmaker

✓…

Watch the VODcast clip and 
guess: what’s the man’s job?

Viewing

SCRELE

必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/Unit 3_What It Takes to Be an Adventurer-the first video clip.mp4


Viewing

What it takes 

to be an 

adventurer

Watch the VODcast and sense the emotional change of 
the man in the video clip.

SCRELE

必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/Unit 3_What It Takes to Be an Adventurer-the second video clip.mp4


Viewing What it takes to be an adventurer

What spirits make the adventure storyteller’s ideas a 
reality?

SCRELE

必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/00_00_51-00_00_58.mp4
必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/Unit 3_What It Takes to Be an Adventurer-the second video clip 00_00_09-00_01_37.mp4
必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/1.mp4
必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/3.mp4
必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/4.mp4
必选一U3音视频/Unit 3/5.mp4


orientation
My dream was to 

become a adventure 

storyteller. But I 

couldn’t sell my stories.

complications
I started a radio show 

and went on to make 

films. I succeeded.

resolution
I was asked by 

National Geographic to 

help with the 

Adventures of the Year.

coda

To realize your dream, 

you have to do it with 

love.

N
a
rra

tiv
e
s
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Topic-related Vocabulary

Viewing

activities

settle new frontiers

spirits

grit

explore new areas on lands
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Speaking How adventurous are you?
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Speaking How adventurous are you?

speaker

asker ✓ select questions from the question cards 

and ask the speaker

✓speak more than 10 seconds answering 

each question

✓replaced by the next speaker if pause for 

more than 15 seconds

The one who can answer the most questions with 

clear expression wins!

members ✓add questions to the question cards
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启动计时器Time is up!

30

5

10

15

25

20

5s
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Speaking How adventurous are you?

Who answered the most questions?

Whose answers were the most understandable? 

What merits did he/she have?

Whose answers left you with the deepest impression? 

Why?

Evaluation
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Review

Expressions I’ve learned:

building in outer space; 

crossing oceans;

exploring new areas on 

lands;

walking in outer space; 

flying in skies;

freelance writer;

documentary filmmaker;

outdoor tour leader ...

Reflection

The spirits I appreciate:

grit

creativity

passion 

perseverance

…

Speaking
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Assignment

Choose one job and record a video (2 min) to apply for it.

Your video should include the reasons you apply for the 

job and your qualities related to the job. 

crabber wildlife photographer astronaut
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新标准《英语》高中必修第三册

T h a n k  y o u！
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